
 

Parents' Forum - Tues 16th September 2014 - 2-3.15pm 

"Homework / Home Learning" 

Discussions 
 Homework seems to be inconsistent across the school 

 Often not marked 

 Perception that homework was not set or was optional 

 Huge variation in expectations of teachers 

 Lack of 'Certainty' - not sure what to expect, when to expect it, when to return it. 

 Children can have a good year then next year it changes completely - very patchy & inconsistent. 

 'Huge' variation within year groups. 

 Homework should reinforce current school work. 

 Homework usually involves lots of effort but often not marked. 

 Homework can, by default, be a very negative experience which frustrates children, dents their self 
esteem, turns them off learning, causes tensions at home, damages school - home relationships. 

 Suitability of homework - 'reading research homework in Reception?' Not always age appropriate. 

 One parent commented on how well his child had been prepared for homework at secondary 
school because of how 'well' it was done in Year 6. Another parent of a child in same class felt 
unaware of homework expectations in Year 6. 

 More homework at KS2 would support homework 'regime' in Year 7. Chepstow School parents 
reported that Y7 expectations were for around 1 hour of homework each night. Wyedean parent 
reported that, in her experience, homework seemed non-existent. Different policies, beliefs & 
cultures seem to exist. 

 Parents would really like 'how to' notes from teachers on current maths strategies. 
 
Year Group Blogs  

 Some parents unaware of existence &/or purpose 

 Huge variation in use / content from classes within a year group & between year groups 

 Inconsistent 

 Reading homework not always clear. Children often don't like books they're given. Could there be 
more Read Write Inc supporting books? 

 

Possible Outcomes 

 Parents unanimously supported homework notified on paper rather than blog / website 

 Consistent approach to homework/learning across the school. Perhaps a standard homework book 

which explained tasks and was place where any written work was done. 

 Support for consistent timescales for distributing & collecting homework across the school. 

Perhaps given out each Monday & collected in following Monday. 

 Differentiated homework in different parts of the school; Rec/Y1 more talking & discussing, less 

writing. Upper KS2 perhaps more formal. 

 Less 'making' & competitive homeworks because these are often done by parents. 'Best ones read 

out in assembly' was reported as a turn off for a number of children. 

 Talking homeworks in general were very popular 

Challenges 

 How do we balance requests / demands from some that homework is optional? 

 We need to sell the core purpose of home learning as building on learning in school. 



 Need to plough a course that supports school learning, prepares pupils for next steps in learning (in 

class & new school), engenders interest & love of learning & ACTUALLY helps children learn. 

Possible Future Themes to Explore 

 Communication 

 Parental support / building community 


